Exhibit 4061: Timeline of 2016 Map Drawing Process

1. **Feb. 5** - Harris decision
2. **Feb. 6** - Phone call between Lewis & Hofeller
3. **Feb. 6-7** - Lewis & Rucho meet with Hofeller at Hofeller’s home, give oral instructions on criteria to Hofeller
4. **Feb. 9** - Lewis & Rucho meet with Hofeller at Hofeller’s home. Hofeller shows them several draft maps, and Lewis looks at maps with Tillis-Hagan election data displayed
5. **Feb. 10** - Lewis visits Hofeller’s home to view maps
6. **Feb. 12 or 13** - Redistricting public hearing held
7. **Feb. 15** - Joint Select Committee approves Adopted Criteria; Hofeller uploads plan(s) drawn on his private computer onto legislative computer
8. **Feb. 16** - Joint Select Committee approves Contingent Congressional Map along party lines, with 24 Republicans in favor and 11 Democrats against
9. **Feb. 17** - House & Senate Redistricting Committee Meetings held; House & Senate Floor Sessions held; Senate Redistricting Committee modifies two precincts in Guilford County so that Rep. Adams and Rep. Walker not double-bunked
10. **Feb. 18** - Contingent Congressional Map - Corrected (SB 2) enacted by General Assembly
11. **Feb. 19** - Lewis and Rucho decide to hire Dr. Hofeller
12. **Feb. 19** - A meeting is held at Ogletree office.